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Validation sites: Esrange (Northern Sweden) & Maitri (Antarctic)

Example of Aeolus L2B Rayleigh Horizontal Line-Of-Sight (HLOS) data. Plot produced with
VirES Aeolus Portal-Virtual Environment for Scientists.

SSC Esrange (68°N 
21°E): 3 overpasses a
week (1 ascend - swath 
distance 5 km, 2 
descends - 35/97 km) 

Indian Antarctic station 
Maitri (71°S 12°E): 4 
overpasses a week (2 
ascends - swath 
distance 36/69 km, 2 
descends - swath 
distance 21/84 km) 



Validation of Aeolus against the radars

Examples of the HLOS wind profiles as derived from ESRAD/MARA, Aeolus
observations (the Rayleigh channel) and from the ECMWF Interim/ERA5
reanalysis.

Arctic, ESRAD Antarctica, MARA



Validation of Aeolus in Arctic, Esrange: laser A 20180904 – 20190526 

ESRAD and ECMWF winds are 1-hour averaged and interpolated to the Aeolus altitudes. The
Aeolus winds > 100 m/s and with errors > 8 m/s are removed. Aeolus L2B data v3.

- Some differences for the descend / ascend orbits.
- Correlation is slightly higher for the ascend orbits than for descend ones.
- Possible explanation: Swath distance to ESRAD is 5 km for ascending while 35/97 km for
the descending orbits.

Aeolus Rayleigh vs ESRAD 
HLOS winds

Aeolus Rayleigh vs ECMWF Interim
HLOS winds

ESRAD underestimates zonal winds by 8-9% on average (systematic error) and
its mean random error  is 2.6 m/s (Belova et al., submitted to AMT, October 2020) .



ESRAD vs ECMWF for the times of Aeolus passes over Esrange:
20180904 – 20190526 

Not so much difference between ‘descend’ and ‘ascend’.



Validation of Aeolus in Arctic, Esrange: laser A 20180904 – 20190526
Altitude dependence (1-km altitude ranges).

Q: should we use Aeolus altitude ranges?



Validation of Aeolus in Antarctic, Maitri: laser A 20190101 – 20190617 
Aeolus Rayleigh vs MARA

HLOS winds
Aeolus Rayleigh vs ECMWF ERA5

HLOS winds

MARA and ECMWF winds are 1-hour averaged and interpolated to the Aeolus altitudes. The
Aeolus winds > 100 m/s and with errors > 8 m/s are removed. Aeolus L2B data v3.

- Large differences for the descend / ascend orbits.
- Correlation is higher for the ascend orbits than for descend ones.
- Possible explanation: Poor statistics because not enough MARA data in the period (starts

from March 2019).
MARA underestimates zonal winds by 6% on average (systematic error in comparison with 
ERA5) and its mean random error  is 2.7 m/s (Belova et al., submitted to AMT, October 2020).



Validation of Aeolus in Antarctic, Maitri: laser A 20190101 – 20190617
Altitude dependence.

Limited altitudes for MARA

Q: should we use Aeolus altitude ranges?



Validation of Aeolus in Antarctic, Maitri: laser B 20190628 – 20191231
Aeolus vs MARA winds Aeolus vs ECMWF ERA5 winds

- Large differences for the descend / ascend orbits and small diff for laser A (previous slide) / laser B.
- Correlation is higher for the ascend orbits than for descend ones, as for laser A.
- Average swath distance to the MARA site is similar for the ascending (36 km and 69 km) and for the

descending orbits (21 km and 84 km). Another reason to explain differences between the ascend and
descend paths?

- More available MARA data and better performance of laser B are possible reasons? for the slightly
smaller RMSE and a bit higher correlation (for ascend only) compared to the previous period (laser A).

MARA underestimates zonal winds by 3% on average (systematic error in comparison with ERA5) and its 
mean random error  is 2.7 m/s (Belova et al., submitted to AMT, October 2020).



Validation of Aeolus in Antarctic, Maitri: laser B 20190628 – 20191231
Altitude dependence.

Limited altitudes/data for MARA for the ascend paths



Validation of MARA against ECMWF

The MARA and ECMWF (ERA5) HLOS winds for Aeolus paths over Maitri for

period 20190101 – 20191231 (laser A & B).

- MARA and ECMWF HLOS winds agree much better for both ascending and descending

orbit times than in comparison with the Aeolus winds. Not so much difference between
‘descend’ and ‘ascend’.

- Another reason to explain differences between MARA and Aeolus for the ascend and

descend paths? – yes, due to the Aeolus telescope mirror T variations along the orbit (for

laser B only? – likely not)



Conclusions and future plansConclusions:
• Aeolus Rayleigh HLOS winds have been evaluated by comparison with the winds

observed with two atmospheric radars: ESRAD in Swedish Arctic and MARA in
Antarctica.

• For Arctic we found that for the ascend orbit (5 km swath distance to the radar)
the correlation is higher and the slope of the linear fit of Aeolus against the radar
winds is equal to 1. That is better than for the descend orbits when the swath
distance are 35 km and 97 km.

• However, for Antarctica the difference between Rayleigh HLOS wind statistics for
the ascend and descend orbits (53 km averaged swath distance for both) are
much larger and again in favour for the ascend path.

Future plans:
• Validation using reprocessed Aeolus data
• Validation using ESRAD for laser B (July – December 2019)
• Sort validation data according to the swath distance to the radars (PV)
• Case studies for special conditions such as strong GWs



Problems and discussion
Bias (systematic error) = mean difference
Random error – rms difference between Aeolus and radar?
Aeolus reprocessed data v9? for laser A and Laser B?
Aeolus Mie winds?


